Some Equalizers are Created with More EQ than Others
Five EQ Modules in a Slim Rack Mount Chassis

Wouldn't it be convenient to have five graphic equalizers in a space saving 1U rack mount size? That's what we thought. Look closer. Four are 5-band mono units and one is a 7-band stereo configuration. Ideal for your multi-source, multi-track mixing and recording applications.

Customize each instrument's sound using the four mono equalizers. Then work out the final details in stereo. Fits right in with multi-keyboard setups, digital drums, rhythm units and effects. Each EQ module has its own facilities for input, output, attenuation and bypass.

Flexible to handle audio-video multi-media productions. Bypass switches let you make the decisions about what gets equalized and what stays dry. When you want more than equality from an equalizer, look to the equalizer with more EQ. —— The Korg KME-56.
KME-56 Typical Settings

- Synth & drum EQ
- Multi-keyboard stage setup
- Drum track recording

- Multi-track mixdown
- Multi-media (AV) acoustic compensation

KME-56 SPECIFICATION
- DISTORTION RATE: 0.01% or less (measured at GAIN SW= −10dB, EQ flat, 1kHz +10dB)
- MAX INPUT LEVEL: −10dB (GAIN SW= −35dB) +12dB (GAIN SW= −10dB)
- Reference level 0dB=0.775V RMS
- INPUT IMPEDANCE: 500kΩ
- OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 1kΩ
- POWER CONSUMPTION: 7W
- DIMENSIONS: 462(W) × 256(H) × 44(H)mm
- WEIGHT: 3.9kg

OPTION
- NUMBER CORD
  3m 5m 7m
- 1U RACK CASE HC-1U

rack-up series
Korg gives you advanced effects in slim rack mountable units.

SDD-2000 sampling digital delay
SDD-1200 dual digital delay
SDD-1000 digital delay
GR-1 gated reverb
KMX-62 keyboard mixer

*Specifications and features are subject to change without notice for further improvement.
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NOTICE
Korg products are manufactured under strict specifications and standards required by each country. These products are warranted by the Korg distributor only in each country. Any Korg product not sold with a warranty card or carrying serial number disqualifies the product sold from the manufacturer’s/distributor’s warranty and liability. This requirement is for your own protection and safety.